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Abstract. Using the systems of difference equations from [1] and [2]
as approximation for the solutions of the Lorenz system of differential
equations we obtain three new systems of differential equations whose
locally behavior is close to the behavior of Lorenz system. By computer
simulations we give examples where locally behavior of the systems
is analyzed by comparing of behavior for the different time step. By
increasing the time step can be seen that behavior of systems is farther
away from the behavior of Lorenz system.
1. Introduction
Lorenz system is a system of three differential equations who depends
of three parameters. Its explicit solutions are not known. Behavior of the
Lorenz system as nonlinear autonomous dynamic system is studied in the
mathematical literature, like in the papers [3], [4] and [5].
The use of power series is one of the oldest methods for examining
differential equations. It is used for numerical calculations and for theo-
retical results. In the mathematical literature there are numerous papers
concerned with such a use of power series, as example [6], [7] and [8].
In [1] and [2] we have used power series combined with difference
equations tofind local approximations to the solutionsof theLorenz system
of differential equations:
x˙ = σ(y − x)
y˙ = x(r − z) − y (1)
z˙ = xy − bz
with parameters σ, r, b. For initial values a0 = x(0), b0 = y(0), c0 = z(0) by
[9], [10], [11] we assumie that the solutions of the system (1) are expanded
as Maclaurin series,
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By consecutive differentiation of (1), for the coefficients an, bn, cn from
(2), we obtain the following system of difference equations:
an = σ(bn−1 − an−1)
bn = ran−1 − bn−1 −
n−1∑
i=0
(
n − 1
i
)
aicn−i−1 (3)
cn = −bcn−1 +
n−1∑
i=0
(
n − 1
i
)
aibn−i−1
In [1] and [2] of (3) with some mathematical transformations and for-
getting some parts from an, bn, cn with the initial values a0 = x(0), b0 =
y(0), c0 = z(0) = 0 and parameters σ, r, b, it is obtained the system of differ-
ence equations for an(≈), bn(≈), cn(≈):
an(≈) = σ(bn−1(≈) − an−1(≈)) +Aσ(bn−2(≈) − an−2(≈))
−Bσ(bn−3(≈) − an−3(≈)) + Cσ(bn−4(≈) − an−4(≈))
−Dσ(bn−5(≈) − an−5(≈)) − Aan−1(≈) + Ban−2(≈)
−Can−3(≈) +Dan−4(≈), n > 7
bn(≈) = (ran−1(≈) − bn−1(≈)) + A(ran−2(≈) − bn−2(≈))
−B(ran−3(≈) − bn−3(≈)) + C(ran−4(≈) − bn−4(≈)) (4)
−D(ran−5(≈) − bn−5(≈)) −Abn−1(≈) + Bbn−2(≈)
−Cbn−3(≈) +Dbn−4(≈), n > 6
cn(≈) = −Acn−1(≈) + Bcn−2(≈) − Ccn−3(≈) +Dcn−4(≈), n > 5
where A = 1 + σ + b,B = σr − a2
0
,C = σa0b0,D = −σ
2b2
0
. The coefficients
ap(≈), bq(≈), cs(≈) for p ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}, q ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, s ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}
are calculated direct of (3) as the exact values ap(≈) = ap = x
(p)(0),
bq(≈) = bq = y
(q)(0), cs(≈) = cs = z
(s)(0) and they are:
a1 = σ(b0 − a0), b1 = ra0 − b0, c1 = a0b0,
a2 = σ(b1 − a1), b2 = ra1 − b1 − a0c1, c2 = −bc1 + a0b1 + a1b0
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a3 = σ(b2 − a2), b3 = ra2 − b2 −
∑1
i=0
(2
i
)
aic2−i, c3 = −bc2 +
2∑
i=0
(
2
i
)
aib2−i
a4 = σ(b3 − a3), b4 = ra3 − b3 −
∑2
i=0
(3
i
)
aic3−i, c4 = −bc3 +
3∑
i=0
(
3
i
)
aib3−i,
a5 = σ(b4 − a4), b5 = ra4 − b4 −
∑3
i=0
(4
i
)
aic4−i, c5 = −bc4 +
4∑
i=0
(
4
i
)
aib4−i
a6 = σ(b5 − a5), b6 = ra5 − b5 −
∑4
i=0
(5
i
)
aic5−i (5)
a7 = σ(b6 − a6)
2. Systems of differential equations
In this section, we will present systems of differential equations which
approximated the solutions of Lorenz system.
For the initial values
x(0) = a0, x
(1)(0) = a1, x
(2)(0) = a2, x
(3)(0) = a3, x
(4)(0) = a4,
y(0) = b0, y
(1)(0) = b1, y
(2)(0) = b2, y
(3)(0) = b3, y
(4)(0) = b4, (6)
z(0) = c0 = 0, z
(1)(0) = c1, z
(2)(0) = c2, z
(3)(0) = c3
calculated directly from (5), the system of difference equations (4) is trans-
formed in the following system of differential equations:
x(5) = σ(y(4) − x(4)) +Aσ(y(3) − x(3)) − Bσ(y(2) − x(2)) + Cσ(y(1) − x(1))
−Dσ(y − x) −Ax(4) + Bx(3) − Cx(2) +Dx(1)
y(5) = (rx(4) − y(4)) + A(rx(3) − y(3)) − B(rx(2) − y(2)) + C(rx(1) − y(1)) (7)
−D(rx − y) −Ay(4) + By(3) − Cy(2) +Dy(1)
z(4) = −Az(3) + Bz(2) − Cz(1) +Dz
Bydifferentiationof the system (7),weobtainanewsystemofdifferential
equations
x(6) = σ(y(5) − x(5)) +Aσ(y(4) − x(4)) − Bσ(y(3) − x(3)) + Cσ(y(2) − x(2))
−Dσ(y(1) − x(1)) −Ax(5) + Bx(4) − Cx(3) +Dx(2)
y(6) = (rx(5) − y(5)) + A(rx(4) − y(4)) − B(rx(3) − y(3)) + C(rx(2) − y(2)) (8)
−D(rx(1) − y(1)) −Ay(5) + By(4) − Cy(3) +Dy(2)
z(5) = −Az(4) + Bz(3) − Cz(2) +Dz(1)
with the initial values
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x(0) = a0, x
(1)(0) = a1, x
(2)(0) = a2, x
(3)(0) = a3, x
(4)(0) = a4, x
(5)
= a5,
y(0) = b0, y
(1)(0) = b1, y
(2)(0) = b2, y
(3)(0) = b3, y
(4)(0) = b4, y
(5)
= b5, (9)
z(0) = c0 = 0, z
(1)(0) = c1, z
(2)(0) = c2, z
(3)(0) = c3, z
(4)
= c4
calculated directly from (5).
If we differentiate and of the system (8), then we will obtain a new
system of differential equations
x(7) = σ(y(6) − x(6)) +Aσ(y(5) − x(5)) − Bσ(y(4) − x(4)) + Cσ(y(3) − x(3))
−Dσ(y(2) − x(2)) −Ax(6) + Bx(5) − Cx(4) +Dx(3)
y(7) = (rx(6) − y(6)) + A(rx(5) − y(5)) − B(rx(4) − y(4)) + C(rx(3) − y(3)) (10)
−D(rx(2) − y(2)) −Ay(6) + By(5) − Cy(4) +Dy(3)
z(6) = −Az(5) + Bz(4) − Cz(3) +Dz(2)
with the initial values
x(0) = a0, x
(1)(0) = a1, x
(2)(0) = a2, x
(3)(0) = a3, x
(4)(0) = a4, x
(5)
= a5,
x(6) = a6,
y(0) = b0, y
(1)(0) = b1, y
(2)(0) = b2, y
(3)(0) = b3, y
(4)(0) = b4, (11)
y(5)(0) = b5, y
(6)(0) = b6,
z(0) = c0 = 0, z
(1)(0) = c1, z
(2)(0) = c2, z
(3)(0) = c3, z
(4)(0) = c4, z
(5)(0) = c5
calculated directly from (5).
Normally, with further differentiation can be obtained larger number
systems as systems of different equations (7), (8) and (10). Any future
system of differential equations will be of a higher order and it will has
larger number of exact initial values.
The systems (7), (8) and (10) are linear systems and their global behavior
is far away from the behavior of the Lorenz system. But, we have the
opinion, that local behavior of the systems (7), (8) and (10) for the small
time step is close to the local behavior of the Lorenz system.
3. Computer Simulations for the systems of differential equations
In this section, we will give the local behavior for the systems of differ-
ential equations (7), (8) and (10) for different time step compared to their
global behavior.
At this moment the question of what conditions would imply the con-
vergence of these power series is open. For the systems of differential
equations, for given parameters σ, r, b and initial values a0, b0, c0 = 0, we
have the Maclaurin series (2).
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For given parameters σ, r, b the procedure for looking at the local behav-
ior of the systems (7), (8) and (10) are as follows. Let T be a positive real
number as the time step.
We take the solutions x(t), y(t), z(t) for t ∈ [0,T] of the systems (7), (8)
and (10) obtained by the programMathematica, for:
− the initial values (6) for the system (7);
− the initial values (9) for the system (8);
− the initial values (11) for the system (10).
Let xT(t) = x(t), yT(t) = y(t), zT(t) = z(t) for t ∈ [0,T]. Let xT(t), yT(t), zT(t)
be defined for t ∈ [0, kT]. We extend them on [0, (k+ 1)T] by defining them
for t ∈ [kT, (k + 1)T] as follows. We take the solutions x(t), y(t), z(t) for t ∈
[0,T] of the systems (7), (8) and (10) obtained by the programMathematica,
for the initial values a0 = x(0) = xT(kT), b0 = y(0) = yT(kT), c0 = z(0) =
zT(kT) and:
− ap, bq, cs where p, q ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, s ∈ {1, 2, 3} for the system (7) calculated
from (5);
− ap, bq, cs where p, q ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, s ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} for the system (8) calcu-
lated from (5);
− ap, bq, cs where p, q ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, s ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} for the system (10)
calculated from (5).
Then, we define: xT(t) = x(t − kT), yT(t) = y(t − kT), zT = z(t − kT).
In examples, by computer calculations, for given parameters and initial
conditions, for different small values of time step T, we obtain functions
xT(t), yT(t), zT(t) for the systems (7), (8) and (10). We compare these solu-
tions with the solutions of the Lorenz system (1), for the same parameters
and initial conditions, obtained by the program Mathematica for different
time step T and we obtain that they are close.
Example : Parameters σ = 5, r = 25, b = 0.8 and the initial values
a0 = 0, b0 = 1, c0 = 0.
Figure 1. Results obtained by the program Mathematica
for the system (1) of time interval [0, 6]
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Figure 2 and figure 3 show that the local behavior of the system of
differential equations (7) for two different time steps of the time interval
[0, 6] is close to the behavior of Lorenz system.
In Figure 4, the local behavior of the system of differential equations (7)
of smaller time interval [0, 1.2] moves away from the behavior of Lorenz
system.
In Figure 5 the global behavior of the system of differential equations
(7) of the interval [0, 6] is not like the behavior of Lorenz system (fig.1),
but its behavior characterizes the linear nature of the system of differential
equations (7).
Figure 2. The solutions xT(t), yT(t), zT(t) where T = 0.1 for
the system of differential equations (7) of the time interval
[0, 6]
Figure 3. The solutions xT(t), yT(t), zT(t)whereT = 0.125 for
the system of differential equations (7) of the time interval
[0, 6]
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Figure 4. The solutions xT(t), yT(t), zT(t) where T = 0.15 for
the system of differential equations (7) of the time interval
[0, 1.2]
Figure 5. Results obtainedby the programMathematica for
the system of differential equations (7) of the time interval
[0, 6]
In figure 6 and figure 7, the local behavior of the system of differential
equations (8) of the time interval [0, 6] is close to the behavior of Lorenz
system.
In figure 8, the local behavior of the system of differential equations (8)
of smaller time interval [0, 1.05] is all farther away from the behavior of
Lorenz system.
In figure 9 the global behavior of the system of differential equations (8)
of the time interval [0, 6] is far away from the behavior of Lorenz system
(fig.1). In figure 9, the system of differential equations (8) reflects its linear
nature.
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Figure 6. The solutions xT(t), yT(t), zT(t) where T = 0.1 for
the system of differential equations (8) of the time interval
[0, 6]
Figure 7. The solutions xT(t), yT(t), zT(t)whereT = 0.125 for
the system of differential equations (8) of the time interval
[0, 6]
Figure 8. The solutions xT(t), yT(t), zT(t) where T = 0.15 for
the system of differential equations (8) of the time interval
[0, 1.05]
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Figure 9. Results obtainedby the programMathematica for
the system of differential equations (8) of the time interval
[0, 6]
In figure 10 and figure 11 the local behavior of the system of differential
equations (10) of the time interval [0, 6] is close to the behavior of Lorenz
system.
In figure 12, the local behavior of the systemof differential equations (10)
of smaller time interval [0, 1] is farther away from the behavior of Lorenz
system.
In figure 13, the global behavior of the system of differential equations
(10) of the time interval [0, 6] is far away fromthebehavior ofLorenz system
(fig.1) ie in figure 13, the system of differential equations (10) reflects its
linear nature.
Figure 10. The solutions xT(t), yT(t), zT(t) where T = 0.125
for the system of differential equations (10) of the time in-
terval [0, 6]
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Figure 11. The solutions xT(t), yT(t), zT(t) where T = 0.175
for the system of differential equations (10) of the time in-
terval [0, 6]
Figure 12. The solutions xT(t), yT(t), zT(t) where T = 0.2 for
the system of differential equations (10) of the time interval
[0, 1]
Figure 13. Results obtained by the program Mathematica
for the system of differential equations (10) of the time in-
terval [0, 6]
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We conclude that: If the system of differential equations is of a higher
order and incorporates more exact initial values then its local behavior
will be closer to the behavior of Lorenz system for a larger time step.
Normally, by increasing the time step the local behavior of these systems
of differential equations are moving away from the behavior of Lorenz
system. As expected, their global behavior reflects linearity of systems of
differential equations.
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